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This paper introduces elements to facilitate crossing of
the gap between analysis and design in the case of
real-time applications relying on multitasking operating
system. The chosen specification method is based on the
use of Shaw’s CRSM  Communicating Real-Time States
Machines and our purpose is to put the basis of a method
for an easier translation of a CRSM-based modelling of
a system into a real-time multitasking execution model.
In order to do this, we present guidelines for translating
the basic constructs of a CRSM model  communicating
machines, channels, transitions into programs involv-
ing the usual objects and primitives found in off-the
shelf real-time multitasking operating systems  tasks or
threads, message passing, event signalling      . The
guidelines are illustrated with the classical specification
example of the Martian Lander. The aim is to overcome
the gap between a specification made with the CRSM
and a multitasking execution model: this will then enable
good possibilities for verification. The specification can
be executed and the design can be verified for correctness
 liveliness, safety. Eventually, a comparison between
the behaviour of the specified model and that of the target
program can be made.
1. Introduction
This paper introduces elements to facilitate the
crossing of the gap between analysis and design
in the case of real-time applications relying on
multitasking operating systems.
The transition between the specification and de-
sign software lifecycle phases can generally be
seen from two points of view. The first ap-
proach takes into account the fact that speci-
fication and design are two well-differentiated
phases, both being devoted to specific aims. It
therefore seems natural to use for each phase a
personalised notation. Therefore it is clear that
using the most appropriate modelling tool for
each step is of great advantage. On the other
hand, it is obviously necessary, while making
the transition between the two phases, to op-
erate a mapping from the first notation to the
second one, facing all the implied and known
drawbacks. A good specification notation is
aimed at stating and analysing a problem clearly
 unambiguously; while a good design tool is
aimed, given a hardware and software target ar-
chitecture, at allowing the designer to harness
carrying out a  one solution. If we assume that
a well-analysed problem is a half-solved one,
the remaining part to solve, the last but not the
least, has yet to be built.
Fig. 1. Translation Process.
The second approach consists of adopting a sin-
gle notation thus avoiding any risky mapping or
transformation. But in this case, the main dis-
advantage is that the solution addresses then a
specific architecture  ie SPRING, 5, 6 andor
does not allow a complete control of the archi-
A previous short version of the paper appeared in Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Industrial Electronics,
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tectural choices in the case of standard operating
systems  i.e. overhead generated by a virtual
machine.
As far as concerned, this paper is dedicated to
the first approach. The purpose is to facilitate
the transition between the specification and de-
sign steps for the numerous industry designers
that are familiar with state-machines family no-
tations at the specification level and who are
used to implement their applications, using off-
the-shelf multitasking operating systems.
In order to highlight the technical features of
our proposal we will rely, having practical con-
siderations, on Shaw’s CRSM at the analysis
level and, at the design level, on the LACATRE
modelling formalism that allows to abstract a
given operating system. Beyond these particu-
lar notations, the proposed ideas can probably
be helpful to a much larger community of in-
dustry real-time designers.
Starting with a specification based on CRSM
 Communicating Real-Time States Machines
4, our purpose is to propose guidelines for
an easier translation towards a real-time multi-
tasking execution model represented in the LA-
CATRE formalism 3. The final aim is to over-
come the gap between a specification made with
the CRSM and a multitasking execution model:
this will enable good possibilities for verifica-
tion. The specification can be executed, the de-
sign can be verified for correctness  liveliness,
safety and eventually a comparison between
the behaviour of the specified model and that of
the target program can be made  Figure 1.
The paper is structured as following. Section
II recalls the main features of the CRSM. Sec-
tion III describes the LACATRE formalism as
an abstraction level to standard COTS real-time
kernels, and highlights themain semantic differ-
ences between CRSM and LACATRE and sec-
tion IV presents some of our translation rules. In
section V, some of the guidelines are illustrated
with an example.
2. CRSM as a Specification Language
CRSM  Communicating Real-Time State Ma-
chines represents a complete and executable
notation for specifying the requirements of real-
time systems including the monitored and con-
trolled physical environment. They are essen-
tially state machines that communicate syn-
chronously in a manner much like the input-
output in Hoare’s CSP  Communicating Se-
quential Processes. In addition, there is a set
of facilities for describing timing properties and
accessing real time. This language allows not
only for simple and natural requirements speci-
fication, but also some algorithms are available
for executing or simulating CRSM, as well as
some techniques for reasoning about the specifi-
cation. The representation was developed with
the aim to satisfy, as completely as possible, the
needs of real-time applications.
It allows to express concurrency, communica-
tions and synchronisation of various real-time
processes, as well as to express time explicitly.
When specifying a system using CRSM, any
system model has at least two machines, one to
model the environment and the other to spec-
ify the required computer system behaviour.
The machines execute concurrently and inde-
pendently of one another in case there is no
active communication among them. Any pair
of state machines can communicate together,
sending messages over channels that are uni-
directional, uniquely identified, and there is a
message type associated with each channel.
In case of communication the two machines are
synchronised because the communication only
takes place when both machines are ready for
the communication. That means that the first
machine that is ready to communicatemust wait
until the second one is also prepared to commu-
nicate.
There are no global variables within the model
except for global real time, so each of the state
machines can only operate on its local variables.
Each machine has a finite number of states with
one start state and zero or more halt states. The
state transitions are described as guarded com-
mands with optional guard  Boolean expression
over local variables and a command that can be
either an input, output, or internal command.
Internal command can specify either a sequen-
tial program or a physical activity. Its execution
time is marked off by a pair of time values,
Tmin and Tmax, indicating that the duration
of the command is somewhere in the interval
  Tmin Tmax . These bounds can be repre-
sented as a requirement or as a given behaviour.
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Fig. 2. CRSM Modelling of a LACATRE Mailbox.
The state transition with an internal command
can be executed when its “from” state is entered
and its guard is evaluated to true.
Several commands may be eligible for execu-
tion at the same time; selection is then made
non-deterministically.
Input and output are modelled directly after
CSP: the communication is synchronous, 1-
way, and has a unique sender and receiver.
What is more, the communication can only oc-
cur when two machines are sendingexpecting
the message of the same type, over the same
channel, and can perform their IO commands at
the same time.
Using the synchronous type of communication
over channels for real-time specifications has
several advantages compared to other alterna-
tives such as an asynchronous method with or
without broadcast. Namely, very simple as-
signment semantics of the IO, no messages are
“lost”, there is no need to assume unbounded
buffer capacities on communication channels,
and finally, it allows to introduce the real time
in a natural and easy manner.
IO times are also represented by pairs of time
values, in this case denoting the earliest and lat-
est times that the IO can occur after entering
a given state. So the time values represent the
minimal and maximal delay of an IO from the
time when the machine has entered the "from"
state of the transition. So if the time intervals of
sending and receiving machine do not overlap,
the communication cannot occur at all and nei-
ther of the transitions can be executed. IO is in-
stantaneous and any preparation, processing, or
communication time that should be accounted
for can be expressed either in time values or
using an internal action immediately following
the IO.
In spite of the instantaneous nature of com-
mands there is always aminimal nonzero amount
of time δ that the machine will spend to do an
IO or an internal command in case the specified
time values are zero.
There is a real-time clock machine RTCM as-
sociated with each machine M. This machine
communicates with machine M over channel
RTM and is always ready to send the current
value of real time, represented by global vari-
able rt, that is globally available to all clock
machines.
An IO command RTM x?y  executed by ma-
chine M will generate a timeout at relative time
y and set x to the real time rt at the timeout.
So x can be used as a time stamp for time-out
event. By omitting y the approximate time of
Fig. 3. CRSM Modelling of a Periodic Process.
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entering the “from” state of the transition will
be assigned to x. Omission of x will generate a
pure time-out.
Thus CRSM provide mechanisms for accessing
absolute and relative real time and for describ-
ing timeouts, the main functions available on al-
most all computer systems. Thismethod of time
specification is quite simple and the description
of periodic  Fig. 3 or sporadic process control,
the typical parts of real-time application, can be
done without any difficulties. If necessary, it is
also possible to define a discrete time clock 0.
3. Multitasking Design
We are focusing our work on designs relying on
off-the-shelf Real-Time Multitasking  or Multi-
threading Kernel MTRK  or Operating Sys-
tem used in industry. Even if these kernels
have similar functional purposes, they may dif-
fer in the basic tasking objects proposed to the
programmer. That is the reason why we have
chosen the LACATRE language and tool for the
execution model of an application.
The LACATRE graphical languagewas initially
designed for educational purposes: the same
tool is used, on the one hand, to describe and
model the objects being manipulated by real-
time kernels and, on the other hand, as a de-
sign tool for real-time applications. Within the
software lifecycle, LACATRE covers both the
preliminary design and detailed design steps. It
gives access to the various approach axes re-
quired for the design of a real- time application:
  The abstraction-level axis settles the link be-
tween the low-level basic objects  the ker-
nel objects: tasks, semaphores, messages,
mailboxes    and the objects that are de-
fined during the specification step of an ap-
plication.
  The behavioural axis allows modelling of the
dynamic behaviour of an application, from
the multitasking and communicationsynch-
ronisation points of view.
  The transformational axis defines how and
where the application data processing is done.
  The application phase axis deals with the var-
ious running modes of an application: the ini-
tialisation, the normal running  kernel, the
exception handling and the shutdown.
Fig. 4. Applicative Object.
For the purpose of this paper we have focused
only on the dynamic behaviour of an applica-
tion.
A dual textual language, which can be consid-
ered as an intermediate language, is associated
with the graphical language. Starting from the
textual form of his programme, the designer can
use different tools, such as the code generator
for a given target  for example, a C-C pro-
gramme with system calls for a given real-time
executive. In addition, it is obvious that a pro-
gram has to be validated  verified before its
layout. These verifications are done using both
the principles of hierarchical relative correct-
ness 7 and the modelling of each LACATRE
atomic object by means of communicating real-
time state machines 1.
During the preliminary design step, LACATRE
allows the designer to structure his solution by
splitting it up into various actors represented by
high-level objects called “applicative objects”.
Each applicative object proposes to the other ac-
tors a set of specific functions  services which
have therefore to be defined by the designer.
As a client does not have to know how a service
is processed, the realisation of this service can
be hidden. Nevertheless, it may require services
offered by other applicative objects: hence, an
applicative object is often both a server and a
client. In addition, an applicative object may
have to interact with the outside real world to
be monitored or controlled: these interactions
are represented by means of “terminators” as in
SART.
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The applicative objects can be handled by way
of state primitives. These state primitives  cre-
ate, delete, suspend, resume, connect, discon-
nect    are common to the whole set of LA-
CATRE objects.
During the detailed design step, the description
of the behaviour of an applicative object, that
means the processing of the state and service
primitives, is obtained thanks to combining ba-
sic LACATRE objects, called “atomic objects”.
These objects can be considered as the final
leaves in a complete hierarchical decomposi-
tion of an applicative object. These low-level
objects and their associated primitives are im-
ages of the objects and system calls offered by
the existing real-time kernels. These atomic ob-
jects are not only used to implement services,
but also to specify the access protocols to these
services.
They can be classified into two classes:
 The server objects: they are concerned with
data flows and synchronisation. Their be-
haviour is user-configurable, but not pro-
grammable. The current version of LACA-
TRE proposes the following objects: mes-
sage, mailbox, resource, semaphore and event
 Fig. 5a..
Fig. 5a. Low Level Server Objects.
 The client objects: the processing  control
flow associated to such an object is spec-
ified by the programmer. LACATRE cur-
rently proposes two main execution mecha-
nisms: the task and the exception handling
 including interrupts  Fig. 5b.
Fig. 5b. Low Level Client Objects.
Server objects, providing clients objects with
communicating-synchronising services, are the
usual semaphore  and derivatives,message and
mailbox  queues, message passing protocols,
event  broadcast synchronisation and resource
 readwrite embedded in access-release opera-
tion for mutual exclusion functioning.
Actions  primitives are associated to these ob-
jects  create, delete, suspend, resume, P, V,
send message, acces-read,    and show on the
graphical design the links between clients and
servers.
Task and Interrupt objects are said to be clients
because they have been programmed to use
communication objects  servers. Tasks  thre-
ads are under the control of the operating
system kernel  scheduler. Exception  Inter-
rupt objects correspond to the code  interrupt
handler activated by the physical environment
 sensors, actuators, devices,    .
Task parameters are introduced to take the task
characteristics into account. A task owns an
identifier and a Task Time Requirement De-
scriptor  offset. The TTRD is a septuple,
which describes the nature and the time con-
straints of the task:
TTRDi 
n





Ni: task type: periodic or sporadic,
Si: execution site,
Pi: task priority  statically or dynamically
assigned,
ri: task starting time,
ci: task computing time,
di: task deadline
Ti: task period.
The parameters are not necessarily set accord-
ing to the task time constraint knowledge that
the developer has at a given date. For example,
for the standard real-time executives previously
considered, only the priorities will be taken into
account. For a sporadic task, the TTRD param-
eters have a different meaning, some of them
being non-significant and therefore not set. For
example, the Ti parameter will possibly repre-
sent the associated pseudo- period,whichmeans
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the minimum time interval between two succes-
sive computations of this task, if sporadic tasks
are taken into account as periodic tasks 7.
4. From CRSM to Design: Rules
In a CRSM specification any system model has
at least two machines, one to model the environ-
ment and the other one to specify the required
computer system behaviour. This is a some-
what unusual approach and the question natu-
rally arises, whether to incorporate the given be-
haviour of an environment, described in CRSM
representation, into the execution model or not.
In LACATRE, the main object that is able to ex-
press some activity is the task  thread, so quite
naturally we would assume that each state ma-
chine in CRSM representation should be repre-
sented with it. But there are other objects avail-
able. For example, a display or a reading device
can be represented using a resource object and
a switch can be represented by an interrupt.
The problem is how to distinguish between
given and required behaviour when they are
mixed together and represented uniformly in
CRSM model. So, further on we will assume
that the two associated types of state machines
are clearly identified within a CRSM represen-
tation  for instance shaded objects for ESMs-
Environment State Machine, non-shaded ob-
jects for SSMs- System State Machines.
The other thing where CRSM and LACATRE
differ substantially are directly supportedmeans
of communication. In CRSM, the communica-
tion is synchronous channel-based: the channel
provides a direct communication mechanism
between two state machines, and the commu-
nication can only occur when the two machines
are sendingexpecting the message in the same
time interval.
On the other hand, LACATRE provides several
communication entities  semaphore, mailbox,
interrupt and event but none of them requires
the two communicating tasks to wait for each
other. Neither is there an action that would en-
able the tasks to communicate directly just like
any two state machines can by means of channel
in CRSM representation.
Based on these differences, the translation of
the following constructs in CRSM has to be
considered.
A. Environment State Machine Translation
The actual representation of ESM in LACA-
TRE will be decided based on its behaviour and
communication with other state machines.
– If there is only one IO command and zero or
more internal commands in ESM, the inter-
nal commands will be ignored and the ESM
will be represented as one LACATRE object
 resource andor interrupt according to the
IO command.
– If there are several IO commands and zero
or more internal commands in ESM, its be-
haviour will be simulated using LACATRE
task object. However, to distinguish this
task from other tasks, representing SSMs, all
the communications between this ESM and
a SSM will be represented using either re-
source or interrupt object, depending the IO
command.
B. System State Machine Translation
In general, each of the state machines modelling
SystemStateMachines  SSMwill be described
in LACATRE by means of one task object, us-
ing the state machine’s name as task identifier.
However, in some cases several new tasks can
be created temporarily by this main task in case
some parallel actions are modelled within the
SSM.
C. Execution time of an internal command
The most natural way of expressing execution
time of an internal command in LACATRE is
to associate each internal command  with spec-
ified time values with a procedure call speci-
fying minimal and maximal times of execution
 timed procedure.
Since in CRSM a transition with an internal
command is ready at the same time as its “from”
state is entered 5 both time values will be rel-
ative to the time point when the procedure was
called. We suppose that an alarm will be set to
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the value of deadline simultaneously with the
procedure call in order to generate an interrupt
 or an error message in case the deadline was
not met. Each time the return from the proce-
dure is executed, the minimal execution time is
checked as well producing some warning  er-
ror message in case the execution was too fast.
D. CRSM’s Input/Output Commands
Two main issues concerning communication
will be discussed in this section:
 Transformation of single communicationCR-
SM channel into one of several different com-
munication objects available in LACATRE,
and
 The difference between synchronous and asyn-
chronous communication.
There are several solutions to these problems.
Any indirect means of communication, sup-
ported inLACATREcan be represented inCRSM.
However, if we required CRSM specification to
use only indirect means of communications, it
would result in substantial loss of readability
of the design, since these indirect means would
introduce new machines into it.
The simplest solution would be to extend LA-
CATRE to include channels among its basic
communication entities which would, however,
only postpone the problem until later in case
channels are not supported by target real- time
executive. That is why we decided to find a
suitable transformation of channel-based com-
munications into objects and actions available
in LACATRE.
The translation of CRSM channels will depend
on the type of communicating state machines
and on the input.output command.
1 Channels between two SSM or two ESM
SSMs in CRSM are represented by tasks and
therefore channels could be easily represented
by inter-tasks communication means like sema-
phores and mailboxes.
In case some time values are specified with in-
put andor output command in CRSM, there
is always a possibility that the communication
will never take place, since the two machines
are required to be at the point of communica-
tion at strictly defined time interval. So, if one
of them misses the time interval the message
will not be sent at all. Obviously in this case
it will be necessary to make the two communi-
cating tasks wait for each other, otherwise the
required behaviour will not be attained.
A time interval specified with input command
can be represented in LACATRE using a wait-
ing primitive with flow control on the mailbox
 semaphore representing the channel. This
means that the reading task awaits the message
CREATE MAILBOX (chan);




SEND to MBX(chan, m1);
WAIT on SEM (chan ACK, ,t2);
IF time out THEN /* end of
overlapping period*/
WAIT on MBX (chan); //





/* next commands */
END IF;
Fig. 6a. Graphical Modelling SSM1. Fig. 6b. Textual Description.
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DELAY(t3);
WAIT on MBX(chan, t4);
IF time out THEN
Error handler(e num);
ELSE
SEND to SEM (chan ACK);
/* next commands */
DELETE MESSAGE(m1);
END IF;
Fig. 7a. Graphical Modelling SSM2. Fig. 7b. Textual Description.
only for a specified amount of time. If a time-
out occurs while awaiting a message the two
tasks do not meet within the time interval and
an exception handler must manage this fault.
When a time interval is specified with output
command themessage should not be sent in case
the reading task is not ready to read the mes-
sage. Similar behaviour can be reached when
sending task deposits a message to mailbox or
semaphore and then withdraws it again after a
specified time in case it has not yet been read by
reading task. This can be represented in LACA-
TRE quite easily without introducing any new
object or primitive, provided that a semaphore
can be accessed by several tasks. However, a
simple CRSM channel may be represented by
two or more objects: two semaphores or mail-
boxes, message and a semaphore. The follow-
ing example illustrates the situation.
Suppose there is an output command chan m1!
t1 t2 in SSM1  Figure 6a. and an input com-
mand chan m2?t3 t4 in SSM2  Figure 7a.
The first time value t1 represents some internal
activity, needed to prepare the communication.
This internal activity has not yet been specified
and therefore will be mapped to the LACA-
TRE of DELAY t1 system call. The second
time value t2 represents time-out of output op-
eration, so the task SSM1 should wait until the
message has been read by task SSM2 or time t2
has expired. The output command will then be
translated as shown in figures 7a and 7b. The
corresponding reading task SSM2 waits for the
time t3 first and then awaits amessage. If a time-
out occurs while awaiting the message, the two
tasks do not meet and an exception handler will
manage the situation. Otherwise the task sends
an acknowledgement. Figure 6b. illustrates the
dual textual form of sending task SSM1.
2 Channels between SSM and ESM
A channel between SSM and ESM will be rep-
resented either by resource or interrupt object,
depending on the message and the direction.
Translation rules are based on the assumption
that no time restrictions can be specified on the
side ofESM.Anyoutput toESMandnon-empty
input from ESM in SSM with time restrictions
will be translated into timed procedure call. The
access or access and release action system calls
 depending on the resource configuration will
then be included in the procedure itself. An
empty input from ESM command in SSM with
time restrictions is mapped to a timed wait for
interrupt system call.
E. State Transitions
State transitions represent the execution flow of
state machine. In CRSM they are described as
guarded commands with an optional guard and
a command that can be either an input-output,
or an internal command. From now on, we
will use the expression “guarded transition” to
denote a transition labelled with complete com-
mand  explicit guard part and the expression
“unguarded transition” otherwise.
Task is a basic LACATRE programmable ob-
ject with a progress bar representing its ex-
ecution path. Several algorithmic forms can
be placed onto this bar to change the execu-
tion flow: forever, if condition, while condition,
repeat-until condition, switch variable, proce-
dure call. Some of these algorithmic forms
include a condition and are therefore used to
translate a guarded transition. The decision,
which of these algorithmic forms is to be used
to translate a particular guarded transition, is
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not easy to make, since a thorough inspection
of state machine’s structure will be necessary
for the decision. To simplify this job, some
restrictions have to be defined and given.
3 Restrictions
For the purpose of specifying the restrictions
and the rules for translation of state transitions
some terms have to be defined first.
Definition 4.1. For each state S of state ma-
chine M each state transition that ends up in
state S is called incoming transition and simi-
larly, each state transition that leads out of the
state S is called outgoing transition.
Definition 4.2. Any sequence of states and
state transitions of state machine M is called
path iff it starts in a state S that is reachable
from start state of state machine M.
Definition 4.3. A path starting in state Si and
ending in state Sj is called full path iff state Sj
is either halt state or is included in a path from
start state to state Si.
Definition 4.4. Each incoming transition of
state S that is on a path from start state to state
S is called initialising transition.
Definition 4.5. A state Si of a state machine M
is called quasi-start state iff none of the paths
starting in the state Si includes a state Sj that is
on a path from start state to state Si.
Definition 4.6. A set of all paths starting in
state Si with the same state transition t and end-
ing in the same state Si is called standalone loop
iff none of the paths includes a state Sj that is
on a path from start state to state Si.
Definition 4.7. A set of all paths  at least two
starting in state Si and ending in state Sj is called
parallel construction iff each of the paths has
the same set of commands describing the state
transitions on the path.
In CRSM, any Boolean expression over local
variables can be used as a guard. But it would
be very difficult and also time consuming, to
consider all the possible combinations of tran-
sitions and their guards. Therefore some restric-
tions concerning allowed combinations of tran-
sitions and their guards are defined in this sec-
tion. Based on the previous restrictions, follow-
ing combinations of outgoing transitions from
any state S are legal:
 one unguarded outgoing transition described
with any command,
 exactly two guarded outgoing transitions de-
scribed with any command,
 any number  implementation dependent of
unguarded outgoing transitions belonging to
the same parallel construction,
 any number of unguarded outgoing transi-
tions described with input commands; only
one of the commands can represent input
from real-time clock machine,
 two unguarded outgoing transitions one of
them described with an input from real-time
clock machine command and the other one
with common inputoutput command.
When a state machine reaches a halt state, that
means that its execution is finished. Since real-
time applications have usually repetitive nature
the halt states will most often represent erro-
neous situations. That is why they will be
represented in LACATRE by procedure called
Error handler(e num), where parameter e num
represents a particular situation number.
4 Transformation rules
The following rules are supposed to be used dur-
ing transformation of one state machine  certain
ESMs and SSMs of CRSM into LACATRE
task in order to decide which of the algorithmic
forms  control flow available in LACATRE to
use in a particular situation.
 If state S has only one outgoing transition and
no incoming transition  except for initialising
transition, analysis of state S is finished.
 If state S is a start state of state machine
M and has only unguarded outgoing transi-
tion s and at least one incoming transition
 except for initialising transition FOREVER
algorithmic form is placed onto the progress
bar  see for instance state S1 in figure 10.
 If state S is neither start state nor quasi-start
state of state machine and has only unguarded
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outgoing transition s and at least one incom-
ing transition  except for initialising transi-
tion REPEAT   UNTIL algorithmic form is
placed onto the progress bar  see for instance
state S1 in figure 10.
 If state S has two guarded outgoing transi-
tions with complementary guards condS and
condS and each of them starts one stan-
dalone loop, FOREVER algorithmic form is
placed into LACATRE representation, fol-
lowed by algorithmic forms WHILE condS
   END WHILE and WHILE condS   
END WHILE. Analysis of state S is finished.
The standalone loops will be translated inside
the respective WHILE algorithmic forms.
 If there is a guarded outgoing transition from
state S with guard condS that starts a stan-
dalone loop, the algorithmic form WHILE
condS    END WHILE is placed into LA-
CATRE representation. Analysis of state S is
finished. The standalone loop will be trans-
lated inside the WHILE algorithmic form and
all full paths starting with the other guarded
transition will directly follow the WHILE al-
gorithmic form.
 If neither of the guarded outgoing transitions
from state S starts a standalone loop, the algo-
rithmic form IF condS THEN    ELSE   
END IF is chosen.
5 LACATRE extensions
Each state machine in CRSM representation,
although sequential in its nature, allows to ex-
press a non-deterministic behaviour of an envi-
ronment or a part of system. For example, if
several outgoing transitions in state S are ready
to be executed at the same time, the selection
will be made non-deterministically. However,
even if only one of them were ready, there is
still some kind of non-determinism, because at
the time of entering Let’s take several outgo-
ing transitions described with input commands
first. In this case the decision depends on which
of the state machines, sending the messages,
will be ready to communicate as the first one.
That means, the channels should be sampled
in a loop until one of them has been activated
by a sending task. In OCCAM programming
language, which is also  like CRSM notation
based on Hoare’s CSP, such a behaviour can
be described simply, using one ALT construc-
tion. Since we would like to keep LACATRE
design, especially its graphical form, as simple
as possible, it will probably be interesting to
introduce two new algorithmic  ALT and PAR
into the graphical language. A parallel con-
struction in a state machine  as by definition 7
in section 4. E describes several activities  e.g.
internal commands that can be executed in any
order, therefore, are independent of each other.
That means, that they can, but do not have to,
be executed in parallel. The only way, how to
describe this behaviour in LACATRE is to ex-
ecute them in parallel, that means as separate
tasks. Of course this will result in some addi-
tional overheads  e.g. creation and deletion of
new objects. To keep the LACATRE graphical
representation legible the additional commands
will be included only in textual form. Graph-
ical form will display only original commands
 those from CRSM translated into LACATRE
using the newly introduced PAR algorithmic
form.
5. Illustrating Example
The chosen example is the Martian Lander sys-





RACC 10 Starts IO device to read acceleration;
sets DONE state predicate to FALSE
STMR 10 Starts hardware watchdog timer
IACC 10 Input measured acceleration
ADJM 20 Adjust motor thrust
TDP 10 Transmit info to display panel
IEM 10 Initiate emergency mode if DONE is FALSE
by setting ELSM state predicate to TRUE
ETC 10 Other housekeeping function
IVEL 20 Input measured velocity
IALT 20 Input measured altitude
CKDT 10 Check input data for consistency
RRM 10 Retro-rocket module
Composite Actions:
Action Description Primitive Actions
N1 Phase 1 of Normal Operation
of Landing System
RACC ; STMR
N2 Phase 2 of Normal Operation
of Landing System
IACC ;  ADJMkTDP
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State Predicates:
Predicate Description
ELSM Emergency landing system mode is on;
initially FALSE





IOINT IO device signals completion; sets DONE to TRUE
TMRINT Time Interrupt, occurs at least 100 ms after start
of STMR
Timing Constraints:
a While ELSM is off, execute N1 : period  200 ms,
deadline  40 ms
b When external event IOINT occurs, execute N2 with
deadline  60 ms, separation  100 ms
c When external event TMRINT occurs, execute TIH with
deadline  60 ms, separation  100 ms
d While ELSM is on, execute E : period  200 ms,
deadline  100 ms
Fig. 8. Event-Action Specification.
ates in one of two modes: normal or emergency.
Emergencymode is activatedwhen some timing
constraints are not met.
While in normal landing mode, the pilot can
control acceleration, velocity, and position by
adjusting the downward thrust generated by the
rocket motor, thus bringing the space vehicle
to a safe landing. This task is continually per-
formed in two phases. In phase 1, an IO device
is started to read the acceleration set by the pilot
and a hardware timer is started which generates
a timer interrupt  i.e., external event TMRINT
after 100ms. In phase 2, when the IO opera-
tion is completed  i.e., external event IOINT,
the value of acceleration is read and the mo-
tor thrust is adjusted appropriately. However, if
for some reason the IO operation is not done
within 100 ms, the timer interrupt initiates the
emergency landing mode.
While in emergency landing mode, the altitude
and velocity is periodically sampled and retro-
rocket is automatically fired to bring the vehicle
to a safe landing.
Event-action specification of Martian Lander is
given in figure 8. Based on this specification
we described the Martian Lander using CRSM
Fig. 9. Global CRSM Modelling.
notation which was then translated  manually
into LACATRE.
In CRSM representation each composite action
is described by one SSM. Primitive actions are
represented, according to the context, either as
messages sent down the channels or as internal
activities. In the first case someESMs are added
to send or receive the messages. External events
are also represented as messages and ESMs that
generate these messages. State predicates rep-
resent local variables in some SSMs and their
values are set according to the communication
between these SSMs. Timing constraints are
modelled in the same way as it was described
in 4. The global view of the system is given in
Figure 9.
Figure 10 is extracted from the state machines
of this system and their manual translation into
LACATRE.The final target code is then straight-
forward to obtain. The figure shows the result
of the translation applied to one phase of Nor-
mal Operation of Landing System  example of
SSM.
6. Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to propose some rules
for the translation from aCRSMspecification of
a real-time system to a multitasking execution
model based on LACATRE. It has been shown
that, by introducing some restrictions in the use
of CRSM and probably some extensions in LA-
CATRE, the translation is possible leading thus
to a possible comparison of the specification be-
haviour and that of the execution model. The
translation from LACATRE to CRSM, which is
a much easier issue, is done as shown in 1.
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Fig. 10. Phase 1 of Normal Operation of Landing System  SSM.
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Currently, the translation is hand-made by using
the rules, some of which have been described
in this paper. Work under process tries to show,
thanks to more complex real time applications,
that these rules and restrictions cover most of
the current situations. The next step consists of
building, with the help of a graphical environ-
ment, basic CRSM state “forms” and of asso-
ciating them with basic LACATRE “patterns”
in order to assemble them in a semi-automated
assisted way.
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